
History of the Carreg Gamp, Penmaenmawr - Wales 

Ivor Davies, an eminent local Penmaenmawr historian, wrote an article in the 1970s for a 
magazine where he refers to the 'Carreg Gamp’. 

“Well into the end of the last century, village communities made their own fun and 
entertainments. A weight-lifting competition for men seeking to demonstrate their 
strength was popular. With other forms of interest, such competitions would take place 
usually on days of holiday – on Fair Day, May Day, Rent Day or on the occasion of some 
notable local wedding. A rounded water-worn boulder as in the picture [figure 1] was, 
sometimes, the weight to be lifted. This one is egg-shaped and its smooth surface gives 
no handhold, making its lifting very difficult. Several similar stones have been preserved 
throughout the Welsh parishes. They are referred to as ‘Carreg Gamp’ or ‘Garreg 
Gorches’ – a ‘Feat Stone’.  
This stone lay near the residence of Mr S D 
Derbishire, Pendyffryn, Penmaenmawr. His son 
Charles Henry, was one of the few villagers who 
could lift it and hold it overhead. Probably the 
weight-lifting, in this instance was part of a the 
holidaying customary on the estate’s annual Rent 
Day. At that period the estate was extensive and 
the tenants and estate workers were given a 
sumptuous dinner in a day school nearby.” 

Recording or referencing of “Carreg Gamp” stones and customs grew in popularity in the 

19th century, aided by the publication of history journals. It is to be noted that references 
made to the customs place them as historical and something from a bygone era which are 
no longer practiced. Yet the Penmaenmawr interpretation gives it a more recent history, 

and links to Charles Derbishire place its use around the late 19th century.  

Figure 1



Specific Penmaenmawr References to the Stone: 

A Llandudno resident wrote an article for the North Wales Weekly News in 1973, 
highlighting Penmaenmawr’s Carreg Gamp’ as a feature of interest. The writer seems to 
be reflecting the words of Ivor Davies which he may have included in journal or local 
history lectures. It is important to accept that the writer does slip into fantastical conjecture 
to romanticise the stone’s history:  

“An object of interest in the council gardens at Eden Hall, Penmaenmawr, is an oval-
shaped polished stone estimated to weigh about 156lbs. It is known colloquially as ‘Carreg 
Gamp’ or ‘Feat Stone’. Its origin is obscure, but at one time long before the era of radio 
and television when people had to make their own entertainment, it is thought that the 
stone played an important role in local games, hence its name. It was then customary on 
fair and carnival days to have trials of strength when strong-arm men of the community 
came into their own. One such feat was to carry or lift a heavy object. The appellation of 
‘Carreg Gamp’ or alternatively ‘Carreg Gorchest’ seems to suggest that the stone could be 
one of those used on such occasions. This particular stone was found in the grounds of 
Plas Dyffryn, once the home of the Derbishire family and now a holiday caravan site. But 
the stone could even have a more ancient and honourable origin. In the uplands above the 
town there are known to be many cromlechs, dolmens or tumuli, the names given to 
ancient burial grounds. These megalithic chambers were often the burial places of 
chieftains and commanded great respect. They were built mostly of large stones. There 
are several such tumuli between Penmaenmawr and Llanfairfechan and to the north of the 
Roman road from Bwlch-y-Ddeufaen to Rowen. Could it not be that the stone which now 
commands attention in Eden Gardens once marked the last resting place of some 
Neolithic or Bronze Age warrior? Penmaenmawr Council plan to give the stone a 
prominent place in the civic gardens. After it has been placed on a suitable base, it is to be 
granted the dignity of a public dedication ceremony.”  
The writer’s claim that it weighs “156lbs” is well short of the modern estimate of ~130kg. 

The variety of spellings & names given to ‘Feat Stones’ in Wales is worth a notable 
mention. “Carreg Gamp” is certainly referred to by many articles and historians. However, 
the term “Carreg Gorchest”, which directly translates into “achievement stone”, is spelt in 
numerous ways, as shown in the above articles. “Garreg Gorches”, “Carreg Orchest” & 
Garreg Orchest” are all used when referring to stones around Wales, specifically the 136kg 
Stone in Yybyty Ifan. 

Conwy District Council, realising the stone's historic interest, had it mounted in a shallow 
pedestal and placed in the garden at Eden Hall.  

Stone lifters are welcome & expected. Please return the stone to its pedestal after lifting. 

With thanks to Sian Wheldon & Suryiah of the Penmaenmawr Historical Society & 
Museum for the extensive information on the history of the “Carreg Gamp” Stone.


